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Summary

The aim of this work was to evaluate the effect of BLUP and ssGBLUP methods on the estimation
of genetic parameters and breeding value accuracies for post-weaning weight gain of in Montana
cattle. Post-weaning weight gain of 136,838 Montana animals was used. No changes were
observed in the genetic parameters for any of the methods. The breeding value accuracy estimates
slight increases were observed in analyses containing all population and sires with more than 10
progenies. For genotyped animals without phenotype records, an increase in accuracy from 43.65
to 52.98% by ssGBLUP method was observed. The Spearman’s rank correlation for all the
animals was 0.53 and for the genotyped animals was -0.03, indicating that there was no
association between the rank of the animals genotyped in the two methods. The ssGBLUP
increased the accuracy of the genetic evaluations with genotyped animals without phenotype and
progeny records, bringing a change in the ranking of the animals. For the genetic parameters there
is no difference between the BLUP and ssGBLUP methods.
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Introduction

The advent of the genomic selection allowed to estimate the genetic values denominated
genomic genetic values (GEBVs) of animals with genotype information only, through to estimated
effects of SNP markers (Calus, 2009). This advance in animal breeding makes possible decreasing
generation intervals, which leads to an increase in the genetic gain per unit of time, since the
genomic genetic value of the animal can be estimated before the expression of theirs phenotype
(Stock & Reents, 2013).

Accuracy increase in genetic evaluations due to genomic information inclusion has been
reported by several researches (Daetwyler et al., 2012; Nadaf et al., 2012), however for multi-
breed cattle populations and ssGBLUP method there are not studies addressing the effect of
inclusion of genotyping animals on accuracy of breeding values. The objective of this study was
to apply the single-step genomic best linear unbiased predictor for genetic evaluation and
compares its performance to a BLUP procedure based on pedigree.

Material and methods

Data
 
Data from Montana breed for post-weaning gain (PWG) was used. A total 136,838
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phenotypic records and 514,194 animals were available. Montana breed animals belonging to the
Montana Composto Tropical® - CFM Leachman Pecuária Ltda breeding program were used.
Animals of Montana breed are classified according to percentage of genes in their genetic
composition, being N: the animals with higher percentage of some breeds Bos taurus indicus; A:
Bos taurus taurus breeds adapted to the tropics; B: animals of British origin and C: Taureans of
Continental Europe. For genetic parameters estimation, all databases (514,194) was used; for
estimation of accuracies the breeding values progeny of genotyped animals from the database
were removed, as well as their phenotypes, simulating a young animals. A total of 1,096 animals
were genotyped with the Illumina GeneSeek® Genomic Profiler (GGP) commercial panel with
approximately 30,000 SNPs. For the genotypes quality control, the markers with unknown
position in the genome, redundant position, located in the non-autosomes chromosomes, minor
allele frequency (MAF) <0.05, call rate <0.95 and Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (EHW) <0.001
were excluded.

Analyses

Genetic parameters and accuracies of breeding values using BLUP and ssGBLUP were
compared. Accuracies for all animals on the pedigree, sires, genotype animals and animals
belonging to different genetic groups of Montana breed (N, A, B, C) were calculated for BLUP or
ssGBLUP method. The animal model is as presented below:

(1)

where,, e are vectors of phenotypes, fixed effects (contemporaries groups and covariates),
additive genetic and residuals effects, respectively and and are matrix of incidence of and
vectors. Age in the weighing date and percentage of heterosis were used as covariates in the
model. Sex was included as fixed effect. In ssGBLUP method, genomic relationship matrix (G),
the relationship matrix based on pedigree (A) and the relationship matrix among genotype animals
(A22) are combined, originating H matrix, as following:

(2)

The analyses were performed using the restricted maximum likelihood method, with
REMLF90 and AIREMLF90 software (Misztal et al., 2015) for BLUP and ssGBLUP. Initially,
the REMLF90 (EM-algorithm) software was applied until the analysis converged, then the
covariance estimates obtained by REMLF90 software were utilized as starting values for
AIREMLF90 (AI-algorithm) software.

The predictions accuracies were calculated according to the Beef Improvement Federation
(BIF) as follows:

(3)

whereby VEP is the variance error prediction and  is the additive genetic variance. To evaluate the
impact of method on the rank of animals, estimated breeding value (EBV) and GEBV Spearman’s
rank correlations for PWG were estimated.

Result and Discussions

The mean+SD of post-weaning weight gain was 75.01±47.33. The genetic parameters for
PWG are presented in Table 1. The heritability estimates for PWG were of low, indicating low
gains for direct selection. Pedroza et al. (2014) described heritabilities for weight gain from
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weaning to 18 months of age in Nelore cattle higher than described in this study. The proportion
of additive genetic variance for PWG was similar in approach BLUP and ssGBLUP, however for
ssGBLUP method the additive genetic variance was slightly higher, but this fact did not influence
the estimation of heritability (Table 1).

Table 1. Genetic parameters for post-weaning weight gain, in approach BLUP and ssGBLUP for
Montana breed.

BLUP 99.30±4.68 558.05±4.16 0.150.01

ssGBLUP 100.71±4.70 557.14±4.17 0.15±0.01
: Genetic additive variance; : Residual variance; : Heritability.

Using Single-step BLUP genomic and BLUP based on pedigree Gordo et al. (2016)
reported an increasing in the estimates of heritabilities of carcass traits by ssGBLUP method.
Genomic and pedigree information inclusion in data sets with few records allows to improving
additive genetic variance detection. In this study as the dataset was larger than incorporation of the
genomic information did not change the components of variances, as reported by Gordo et al.
(2016). It is expected in evaluating traits with few records the ssGBLUP detect greater additive
genetic variance than BLUP based only on pedigree.

The estimated breeding value accuracy for animals and groups described before are
presented in the table 2. Small increments were observed in the accuracy for all the animals of the
database and sires with more than 10 progenies by ssGBLUP method. The highest increase in
accuracy caused by the ssGBLUP method was observed in the genotyped animals (genotypes and
groups N, A, B and C), ranging from 43.65 to 52.98% (Table 2). This is due to the lack of
phenotype of these animals, since the genetic value is calculated through the animal’s information
itself and its relatives, thereby the accuracy of the genetic evaluation via BLUP are impaired. In
this case, when young animals do not present phenotype, the use of ssGBLUP should be an
alternative to increase the accuracy of the genetic values of these animals, since, in addition to the
information of relatives; these animals will have genomic information in their evaluations.

Table 2. Number of animals by group and accuracy in approach BLUP and ssGBLUP for post-
weaning weight gains in Montana breed.

Group of
animals

n
BLUP
Acc

ssGBLUP
Acc

Increase in
Acuracy by

ssGBLUP (%)

All 514,194 0.0957 0.0965 0.83

Sires 1,388 0.3089 0.3122 1.07

Genotype 1,096 0.1603 0.2379 48.41

Group N 124 0.1410 0.2157 52.98

Group A 552 0.1684 0.2491 47.92

Group B 397 0.1540 0.2282 48.18

Group C 23 0.1789 0.2570 43.65

Acc: Accuracy, Groups of genes predominance (N:animals of some breeds Bos taurus indicus; A:Bos taurus taurus
breeds adapted to the tropics; B:animals of British origin; C:Taureans of Continental Europe)

In contrast Gordo et al. (2016) with carcass traits in Nelore cattle study observed
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significant increases in accuracy of all pedigree animals. However, for visual scores, the authors
observed a similarity between the accuracies obtained by the two methods, due to the larger
number of available information and known parents of the visual scores than the animals with
phenotypic data for carcass traits. In this study as pedigree is known and there is a lot of
phenotype information, for all animals there seems to be no great influence of the method on
accuracy of the breeding values.

The Spearman’s rank correlations for all and genotype animals were 0.54 and -0.03,
respectively. These values indicate that the animals’ classification was affected by the method of
analysis, and this is also related to the accuracy of the methods. Since when the methods present
accuracy closer the correlation between the animals’ classifications by the two methods tends to
increase. When analyzed the classification of the genotype animals this seems to have no relation,
since it is close to zero, and the accuracy of the methods in this case was quite divergent. This
occurs when there are no phenotypes the BLUP method is based only on the family information to
calculate the breeding values, and then superiority of the ssGBLUP method is due to incorporation
into the genotype information, bringing more information to the genetic value of young animals.

Conclusions

In situations where there are genotyped animals without phenotype and progeny
information the ssGBLUP increases the accuracy of the genetic evaluations and there is a change
in the ranking of the animals. For the genetic parameters there is no difference between the BLUP
and ssGBLUP methods.
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